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Abstract
An increasingly vast array of securitymechanisms that can

be used to improve the safety of software including address-
space isolation, CPU protection levels, memory-protection
keys, TEEs, capabilities, aswell as software variants including
control-flow and data-flow integrity, address-sanitization and
so forth. How should we use these mechanisms, and in which
combination, to ensure that our software is safe and achieves
the best possible performance? The status quo chooses safety
mechanisms manually, at design time, but this sub-optimal in
many ways. In this thesis our aim is to automatically decide
which mechanisms should be used to make such an operat-
ing system safe. We propose MSpec, a domain-specific lan-
guage and a tool that performs automatic safety reasoning
and present preliminary results.

1 Introduction
The operating systems (OS) security scene is rapidly evolv-

ing. We have many security mechanisms available on an av-
erage OS, ranging from hardwaremechanisms (e.g. MPK [13],
CHERI [14], EPT) to software-based (e.g CPI [5], CFI [1], SFI,
ASAN [11]). Mechanisms can be used to create compartments
and enforce different properties such as read/write/execute
policies. Given a set of components, how should we apply
these security mechanisms to them?Which OS components
should be placed in different MPK compartments, which
should be hardened using ASAN, and so forth? Further, flex-
ible isolation [7] has shown us that the configuration space
resulting from mixing mechanisms and creating compart-
ments (e.g. VMs in the case of EPT) grows exponentially, with
hundreds of configurations(mapping of security mechanisms
to components) available for only a few OS components and
mechanisms. However, reasoning about the resulting safety
properties of a given compartmentalization strategy is cur-
rently done manually and is both tedious and error prone. [6]
In this PhD thesis we propose an automated approach to

safety reasoning based on a new Domain Specific Language
(DSL) that models the behaviour of OS components and the
interaction between themwhile taking into account which
safety mechanisms are used. Each component is described by
a set of safety properties—which explain effects of running
this component may have on other components—and a set of
requirements that it expectsothers toconformwith.Eachcom-
ponent comes with a set of safety properties which is dictated
by the language it is implemented in and its complexity; for

instance, a componentwritten inC and accessingmemory via
pointers may, in the worst case, write to anymemory address.
A safety property allow us to express this potential behaviour
and, in conjunction with the safety requirements of other
components, we can automatically decide if a given configu-
ration is safe or not.When a security mechanism is applied to
a component, itmodifies (strengthens) its safety properties. In
MSpec we model the application of security mechanisms to a
component as a transformation which alters the properties of
the component they apply to. Thus, by using a set of available
transformationswemodel theeffectsof applyingvarious secu-
rity mechanisms to components, with the end goal of finding
configurations that satisfy all the constraints required by each
component. Configurations are partially ordered, all deriving
configurations of a solution are solutions but with a inferior
performance. To be able to compare any two configurations
we introduce a cost function that estimates the overhead of
a configuration based on the used transformations.

To showcase the applicability of our work we prototyped a
tool called MSpec that can be easily integrated into the build
system of an OS to automatically generate configurations
given the components, transformations and strategies. We
integrated MSpec with FlexOS [6, 7] due to the high config-
uration spaced enabled by its flexible isolation approach.

MSpec differs from other compartmentalization solutions
through generality. Other solutions only model the isolation
property of somemechanisms and use it only for selected use
cases such as least privilege[9, 10].

2 Overview
In Figure 1 we present an overview of MSpec. The core of

MSpec is a domain-specific language that enables the spec-
ification of component properties and requirements in a fine-
or a coarse-grainedmanner. Fine-grained properties can used
to specify byte-level memory properties, whereas coarse-
grained refers to component-level overall properties. Cur-
rently MSpec properties are specified in the context of a
specific compartment. For components defined at function
level we target MSpec based code annotations. Kernel and
application components are either described in MSpec by
the corresponding developers or a default specification is
provided based on the programming language (e.g. memory
safety in safe Rust code) or even produced automatically by
the compiler or an analysis tool. For instance, a verified co-
operative scheduler written in Dafny [8], has the following
coarse-grained MSpec specification:
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[Memory Access] ::= R, W
[Call] ::= X
[API] ::= (thread_add, SYMB) (thread_remove, SYMB)\

(schedcoop_yield, SYMB)
[Requires] ::= X

The component properties specified are that (1) it requires
read/write access over shared memory, data that the sched-
uler is supposed to access and is shared via pointers; (2) it will
execute according to the expected control flow, guaranteed
by Dafny; (3) it exports an API consisting of three symbols
to outer components; and (4) the only capability provided
to outer components is the execution of current component
code via the exposed symbols.
Transformation specification . Similarly, we model how
a security mechanism affects the safety of a component us-
ing transformations. A transformation can also specified in
MSpec and captures how component properties change as
well as the way in which mechanisms create compartments
and the relation between them.

Given a set of available transformations and the properties
and requirements of each component, MSpec is able to auto-
matically find configurations that satisfy all the constraints.
The user can also specify additional constraints not captured
by the component safety requirements (e.g. do not use trans-
formation X alongside Y - shown as (C) in Fig. 1).
To reason about the safety of a configuration, MSpec re-

duces the problem to an adapted graph colouring problem
where each colour represents a compartment and it’s attached
set of transformations. In our representation, nodes represent
components whereas edges are interaction between compo-
nents. Nodes can have multiple colours attached to them
because we can have nested compartments (e.g. anMPK com-
partment in an EPT compartment). A solution is a colour
configuration where all nodes with the same colour are com-
patible. We also target overall compatibility between colors.
(e.g. the least permissive properties from container X are
compatible with the most constrained requirements from
container Y) Since there are typically many safe solutions, we
want to find the one with the best expected performance. To
this end, we introduce a cost function (e.g. number of com-
partments used) that orders configurations based on their
expected performance (D in Fig. 1).
The way we specify the safety properties of a component

can help us solve different problems usingMSpec. The default
behaviour of MSpec is the safety oriented strategy, where we
use the properties of the language a component is written in
to define its safety properties (e.g. code written in Rust will
be memory safety as long as no other component overwrites
its memory). A second way to define properties is vulnera-
bility oriented: by modelling how a vulnerability (e.g. buffer
overflow) changes the properties of a component, we can ask
MSpec for a configuration that ensures other components’ re-
quirements are satisfied - i.e. a configuration which mitigates
the vulnerability.
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Figure 1.Overview of MSpec

3 Preliminary results
Currently, we have integrated MSpec with FlexOS and are

working on safety reasoning and its implications in zero code
vulnerability patching. Our tool is able to create configura-
tions where components with different properties (e.g. Rust,
Dafny scheduler, plan C) have their safety guarantees hold
at runtime. We have measured the research space reduction
when using MSpec with FlexOS. In the scenario of four com-
ponents, MPK and KASAN/Stack Protector/CFI we were able
to reduce from thousands of configurations to only two equiv-
alent configurations. A second path we explored is automatic
vulnerability mitigation. We were able to mitigate CVE-2014-
0160 named Heartbleed by modelling the vulnerability into
the DSL of the affected components.

4 Further work
One of the key issue that we plan to tackle is the search

space explosion problem. Since compartmentalization mech-
anisms are partitioning a set of n objects into k nonempty
subsets, the complexity is given by Stirling partition num-
ber which is exponential. We will explore several algorithms
and the usage of a SMT solver for finding safe configurations
quickly. Additionally, we will improve MSpec to capture the
behavior of mechanisms such as KASAN as well as pre- and
post- conditions for function calls. Finally, we plan to inte-
grate MSpec with at least one other popular OS such as Linux
to showcase its generality and applicability

5 Related work
Orthogonal to our work, Caramine et al. [2] offers a solid

foundation for reasoning about security of practical compart-
mentalized applications but only targets simple applications
written in the programming language defined in the paper.
SOAAP [4] proposes a system to explore software’s compart-
mentalization space using static/dynamic analysis; however,
this work targets monolithic userspace codebases and has yet
to gain real world usage due to its complexity. uSCOPE [10]
proposes a least privilege compartmentalization strategy but
lacks generality. Enclosure [3] used a DSL based approach
to isolate libraries using MPK but only targets interpreted
languages such as Python. Zhang et all propose automatic
isolation based on CVEs [15]. Tsampas et all [12] propose
discuss automatic compartmentalization of C programs on
capability machines.
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